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Process and Approach

The Double Diamond
Within participatory design sits an established
set of practices, tools and techniques to explore
and understand the ‘lived experience’ of everyday
people. The co-design process is usefully
articulated via the Double Diamond model *
(UK Design Council). Divided into four distinct
phases — discover, define, develop and deliver —
it maps the divergent and convergent stages of
the design process, showing how designers work
with organisations and communities to explore the
challenges they face and work towards tangible
definitions and solutions.

Senior Life Event Reference Group —
Informing the Inquiry
A workshop was held with the Senior Life Event
Reference Group to provide Toi Āria with a
background understanding of known information
regarding services for people over the age of
65. The workshop included representatives from
ACC, IRD, MoH, DIA, MSD and WCC. It was also
suggested that inviting representatives from
additional agencies into future conversations
would be appropriate. Agencies mentioned
included: TPK, Ngāti Kahungunu, HNZ, Police,
Age Concern, NZTA, regional government,
Veteran’s Affairs, iwi and marae, libraries, and
retirement villages.
Many initiatives are currently in play. Toi Āria’s
approach was to ensure the Better Later Life
project did not repeat work that had already been
completed but rather built on the current lessons
and insights to further inform improvements to
services for people over the age of 65. The following
are topics of which the government already has
some level of knowledge or understanding:
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The overarching framework of a participatory
design methodology favours a human-centred
approach, and where possible, the active
participation of users. Co-design provides a
powerful method of connecting with those using
or impacted by services and products, of bringing
their experiences to bear not simply on the solution
to a problem, but to defining the problem itself.

Don’t know
Could be...
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Over a seven week period, we engaged with
New Zealand people over the age of 65 through
workshops and one-on-one interviews. In both
workshops and interviews, Toi Āria applied a
participatory design process to help explore
triggers or needs that might occur transitioning
to or during the life-stage loosely designated
as ‘Senior’.
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Toi Āria, a research group at Massey University’s
College of Creative Arts, was engaged by the
Ministry of Social Development to explore
opportunities for innovative and meaningful service
offerings for Seniors (68–75 and 76–85+); and, given
their needs, to determine what opportunities Seniors
identify to make government service-related tasks
easier and more enjoyable to achieve online.

»» How people over 65 define themselves and the
triggers that inform those definitions.

Based on the background information, Toi Āria
developed the following possible lines of inquiry:

»» People who are eligible for specific public
servicess or those who would benefit from them
but may not be aware. (ACC)

»» What are the needs of New Zealand people as
they approach and navigate their senior years?

»» Awareness of and access to public services
currently available.
»» Known issues and concerns for people over
the age of 65.
»» Behaviours, attitudes and experiences of people
over 65 towards the digital environment, and
insights into opportunities.
Toi Āria also studied documents to earlier related
projects. A bibliography of these materials is
included in this document.

»» In this life-stage, what are the core life events
that trigger others?
»» What are the current and potential touch-points
of government in their lives?
»» Are these touch-points defined by being
attributed to ‘government’, or by some other
meanings?
»» How might supporting the lives of seniors be
viewed in more empowering, anticipatory and
opportunity-based ways by service providers,
both public and private?
»» What are the opportunities for supporting
wider community interactions, with a view to
nourishing inclusion and self-determination?

* h ttp://www.designcouncil.org.
uk/sites/default/files/asset/
document/ElevenLessons_
Design_Council%20(2).pdf

»» What are the potential benefits of a digital
platform designed to specifically meet the
broad needs of seniors? What other channels
are key?
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Process and Approach (continued)
Process

Scope of inquiry

Recruitment

We resolved to engage with New Zealand
people over the age of 65 through two distinct
approaches; workshops, in which we would hold
small-group conversations; and one-on-one
interviews. In the workshops, facilitators from
Toi Aria each worked with groups of up to 5
individuals. In the interviews, facilitators visited
people in their homes. In each set up, people were
asked the following questions:

The project initially set out to determine how
findings could inform digital solutions. To ensure
the real needs of people over 65 were heard, Toi
Āria committed to start the project by framing the
conversation based on two key precedent findings:

Workshops
Our recruitment strategy for workshops was
opportunistic. With specific geographic criteria
for this pilot of Wellington and Wairarapa, we
approached various community and cultural
groups in target locations. The groups we
approached included charitable organisations
dedicated to people over 65, church groups, iwi
and whānau groups and retirement organisations.

»» How would you define yourself at this stage
of life?
»» What are the positive aspects of being at the
age that you are, and what are the negative
aspects?
»» What sorts of things would help to make things
better for people like you?
In the workshops, the conversation was typically
high level and people discussed their views with
each other. However, one-on-one interviews were
an opportunity for the facilitator to dig a bit deeper
to uncover more in-depth insights.

1. “Digital inclusion is not about computers, the
internet or even technology. It is about using
technology as a channel to improve skills, to
enhance quality of life, to drive education and to
promote economic well-being across all elements
of society. Digital inclusion is really about social
inclusion…” 1
2. The second research document came from
New Zealand’s Office of the Seniors ‘2014 Report
on the Positive Ageing Strategy: 2
Positive Ageing Strategy Vision
Our vision is for a society where:
»» people can age positively
»» older people are highly valued
»» and older people are recognised as an integral
part of families and communities.

Workshop participants were offered light
refreshments and either a modest compensation
for their time or a donation to the community
group that they were representative of.
In-home interviews
In-home interviewees were recruited either
through community and cultural groups or local
contacts to ensure a ‘warm contact’. As interviews
were held in the participants home (bar one) it was
important that our connection to them was based
on trust and that they felt comfortable hosting
the interviewers in their home environment.
Interviewees were offered a modest compensation
for their time.

New Zealand will be a positive place in which to
age when older people can say that they live in
a society that values them, acknowledges their
contributions and encourages their participation.

1. Olphert, Wendy & Damodaran, Leela & J
May, A. (2005). Towards digital inclusion —
engaging older people in the ‘digital world’.
2. Ministry of Social Development, Office for
Senior Citizens. 2015. 2014 Report on the
Positive Ageing Strategy.
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Process and Approach (continued)
Gender

Recruitment

Who we didn’t speak to

Our brief was to engage with a broad a crosssection of New Zealand people within the timeframe of the pilot (7 weeks), including Māori,
Pacific and Asian participant groups. It was noted
early on that a formal partnership and engagement
with Māori was not a process that could be done
within a reduced time-frame. We did, however,
engage where possible with Māori communities
and individuals.

From the outset of the project we knew that a
seven-week project was not long enough to engage
with Māori via an iwi or hapu process. Our resolve
was to engage via current networks in the region
and via marae based community organisations.

The project was evaluated by peer review and
judged to be low risk. Consequently it was not
reviewed by one of the University's Human
Ethics Comittees. The Director of Toi Āria was
responsible for the ethical conduct of this research.
We spoke to 78 participants in this pilot. At the
end of each workshop or interview participants
were asked to complete a demographics form.
The classification criteria used for these groupings
were informed by the ‘Statistical Standard for
Ethnicity’ from Statistics New Zealand.
Some participants noted that quantitative
knowledge of demographics does not take into
account the cultural affiliation.
“Ethnicity does not define me or my culture.
Culturally I am a New Zealander. But I'm not
totally one. I have an overlay. For everyone being
here is about arrival, settlement and integration.
That is everyone’s story. I’m Chinese. And I’m a
New Zealander.”

We approached the Ministry for Pacific Peoples
in Porirua to discuss engaging with the Pacific
community of the wider Wellington region. This
conversation highlighted the complexities of
true cultural engagement and reinforced our
commitment to an authentic and culturally
responsive approach that takes in the foundations
and values of Pacific engagement.
We were asked whether we wanted to engage
with a specific Pacific or island group (Samoa,
Cook Islands, Tonga, Fiji, Tokelau, Niue or Tuvalu),
a pan-Pacific group or via a church group. It was
suggested than any approach be done in the reo of
that culture and that in-home interviews were not
an appropriate way forward due to the concept of
va (in Samoan ‘sacred space’ or ‘space between’).
We also approached the members of the New
Zealand Chinese community to ask for help
recruiting participants. Similar questions were
asked about time-frames, size of the engagement
and how broad we wanted to go. Again the issue
of engaging in participants own language was
suggested, particularly for new migrants.

The breadth of the community was conveyed
when we were asked which groups we’d like to
connect with (Cantonese Chinese Community
Association groups: Tung Jung, Seyip and Poon
Fah or the Wellington Chinese Association). It was
also suggested that we talk to early settler people,
new settler people and those who provide Chinese
community elder support.
We also knew that the time-frame of the pilot
would restrict our ability to locate and connect
with other important populations in the over
65+ group including non-indigenous ethnic
communities, migrant and former refugee
communities. In addition to these groups we knew
that a comprehensive study of this nature would
ideally engage with people who have experienced
extended poverty; those whose circumstances
make them isolated; those living in rural and
remote areas; and whānau and caregivers for
people with dementia.
In summary, it was decided that while an
opportunistic recruitment approach might allow
us access to some of these groups, future work
should adopt a more considered and nuanced
sample with which to engage.

Male			29
Female			48
Gender Diverse		
1
I'd rather not say
0
Total 			78
What is your age group?
Under 65		
3
65-74			34
74-85			30
85+			10
I'd rather not say
1
Total			78
Urban / Rural
Urban			67
Rural			11
I'd rather not say
0
Total			78
Which ethnic group(s)
do you belong to?
New Zealand European 57
Māori			16
Samoan		0
Cook Islands Māori
1
Tongan			0
Niuean			0
Chinese		2
Indian			0
Other			6
I'd rather not say
0
Total		
82
NB: Here participants could choose
more than one option
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Nurturing Identity and Worth
What we heard from the people of
New Zealand, from different cultures
and different ages over 65, was a
desire to be valued and understood.
They spoke of different needs and
how they wanted these needs to be
supported. Some had higher levels of
need than others. While they want to
be independent they also needed
support to do that. We’ve called this
‘Supported Independence’. The other
key areas of nurturing identity and
worth are: a sense of belonging;
having and maintaining a positive
attitude; and respect and dignity.

Supported Independence
Supported Independence allows people over 65
to be independent in the way that they choose.
It also gives them control in the ways that they
access ‘services’. We are defining services
here as ‘the action of helping someone’. They
prefer to access services through channels
they feel comfortable using, such as family,
community networks or groups they are familiar
with. Supported Independence is an essential
component of identity and worth.
“I’ve been coming to the marae since it began in
1968. They bring all sorts of people to this group.
They bring health care professionals. Otherwise,
the people here don’t get to them. Many don’t
have vehicles. I enjoy what we have. I’ve got
nothing to ask for.”

A Sense of Belonging and Purpose
Everybody wants to belong and to know that they
have a place in the world. This does not stop when
you reach the age of 65. There is no ‘universal’ form
of belonging; it depends on how a person defines
themselves — the way they shape how they fit in
the world, their place and their purpose.
Belonging comes in many different forms —
through family connection, community engagement
and social relationships. Family connections can
span generations, are forged through familial ties,
and often extend beyond blood to a desire to
provide help. Community engagements that foster
belonging can range from exercise groups and
social outings to volunteering.

Better Later Life — He Oranga Kaumātua
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“There’s a huge number
of us out there doing
discretionary work and
volunteer work. It’s still
our working life — it’s just
a different working life.”

“You need other people. PROBUS is a big thing
for some people, they might have a family but not
in New Zealand.”
“Being part of the fabric is so important for
everyone, not just older people. We need to mix
up the age groups again. Not so long ago, respect
for older people used to be there. That’s because
they lived in communities of whānau, not put in a
holding pen waiting for God. Putting people into
age groups is not healthy. I learn from watching
other generations. Everyone does — as a child you
reach for older knowledge, the reverse is true when
you’re older.”
People over 65 still want to contribute to society
and feel a sense of purpose. They want to give
back and pass something on. This is linked to
the value they see in themselves and the value
ascribed to them.

“I’m at the ‘giving back’ stage. There are so many
things we’ve taken for granted, you just don’t realise
how big that volunteer army is, and how important
it is for older people both in terms of the services it
keeps going and the purpose it gives you.”
“There’s a whole segment of New Zealand
organisations that is solely dependent on the
retired sector of people to function. It’s a whole
economy that’s invisible to working people.
From hospitals to home care to transport, older
people are seen to have the time to do it. Of
course it’s a feel-good thing too, rather than just
wasting away yourself.”

Findings from public engagement September–November 2018
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Nurturing Identity and Worth
Having and Maintaining a
Positive Attitude
People over 65, who we spoke with, rejected
being defined based on their biological age.
Age was defined by them as attitudinal — how
they felt, how they interacted in the world, how
they saw themselves. Many people spoke of
mindsets and mental approaches as the key
component of how they existed in the world.
“You go to more funerals. Bits of the body don’t
work as well. But you stay positive, you realise that
it’s just part of the process. Be as active as you can
for as long as you can.”
“I’d say that the definition of retired needs to be
redefined. Retiring from what? A substantive
income? I haven’t retired from life. I haven’t left life.
I’m still living. I’m still functioning and working. I’ve
retired from paid work but that is it.”
“I go to the pool every day. I met lots of people
there who introduced me to PROBUS. PROBUS is
great. I’ve got so many things on that I can’t really
go to them all. I have the dining out club, book club,
Rummikub group, monthly morning tea. But I did
say ‘no’ to the wine club! It’s companionship and
friendship and you’re interacting with people who
you wouldn’t normally interact with.”

P O SI T I V E AT T I T U DE

“I’d describe myself as
charming, wise, stylish.”

Respect and Dignity
People over 65 do not want to be perceived to
be a burden and they may feel embarrassed about
asking for help. Some groups described how
discreet offers of support upheld their dignity and
enabled their independence. Others described
a desire for the provision of timely and caring
services.
“Some people of our age won’t accept help. It’s a
threat to their independence. It’s a factor of older
age, you don’t want change.”
“I’m Māori and I value the term ‘kaumātua’.
The older you are, the more wisdom you have.
You’re referred to according to your accumulation
of wisdom and experience.”

Better Later Life — He Oranga Kaumātua
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Being 65+
The building blocks of identity and worth

1. Between Connectedness and Isolation
The need for conversation, companionship
and connection.

2. Between Mobility and Immobility
The impact of mobility on quality of life.

People also talked about their life over
65 as being comprised of a delicate
balancing act where their sense of
identity and worth was impacted by
a number of different and dynamic
factors. Whether they were talking
about themselves or about other
people they knew who were over 65
we heard very common themes which
are listed here:

5. Between Individual Attitudes and Societal
Attitudes towards being 65+
Why self-identifying differs from being ‘labelled’.

6. Between Contribution and Non-Contribution
How contribution shapes the perception
of one’s value.

3. Between Good Health and Ill Health
The effects of ageing on health.
7. Between Feeling Empowered and
Feeling Helpless
The practical aspects of getting things done.
4. Between Independence and Dependence
How independence and dependence affect
self-identity and self-worth.

Each of these states of being ‘between’ was either
something they were dealing with themselves or
they expected to be dealing with at some point
in the future. But importantly, each ‘between’
state had a knock-on effect for many others. For
example, a person speaking about their decreased
mobility might also speak about further impacts of
this on their life:
“If there isn’t a hand-rail I’m not going there. I used
to go to the cinema every Tuesday and I really
looked forward to it but I know I can’t get up the
stairs. It means I have to change my whole routine.
I now have to plan where I’m going and what I’m
doing based on how easy it is to use. It’s really
frustrating.”
In addition to mobility, this person spoke of their
loss of independence, their sense of helplessness
and the impact on their ability to participate in
their community. This was typical of the ways that
people described their lives as a balancing act
between multiple states of ‘between-ness’.
Each of these seven states of being ‘between’ is
brought to life over the following pages through the
experiences of the people we spoke to.
In the section following we examine what the
implications of this balancing act are for the design
of services to enhance identity and worth for
people over 65.
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1. Between Connectedness and Isolation
Companionship
“MenzShed ticks a lot of boxes for blokes —
camaraderie, learning and asking questions,
making something and feeling good, a new network
of people, friendships. It’s a safe place for men to
be, you won’t be shut up by someone who doesn’t
agree with you. What you used to get out of a
sports team, you can now get out of community
projects and giving back.”

People over 65 spoke often about the
need for companionship, conversation
and connection. The reasons for these
were many: keeping active, staying in
touch with family and friends, giving
something back, avoiding boredom,
avoiding loneliness, and — for those
living alone and without family —
having someone to look after your
affairs at the end of your life.

“Loneliness is a terrible poison for older people.
It’s toxic because they feel cast aside. You need
to feel as if people are interested in you and
what you’ve got to say. It comes back to feeling
respected. Aroha is a better word, it’s not just love,
it’s bigger than that, it’s the love of you as a human
being, your place in the world as a contributing
member of the whole woven mat of society, te
whāriki. You’re an integral part of it, not just a
tattered edge.”
“There’s a woman up the road, we’re two years
apart. We grew up together, we knew each other
when she was seven and I was nine. I take her
down to cards at the Workingman’s Club and take
her in when she needs tests done at the hospital.
Sometimes when I’m going into town she just likes
to come for the drive.”
“I mix a lot with younger age groups. It feels like
it keeps me young. It would be great if there were
more opportunities where we can mix together
because of what you’re interested in, not because
of your age.”
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“The social connection
and the cup of tea later
is very important. The
social aspect is crucial.
It’s important not to shut
yourself off.”

“Women are better at it (seeking out social
interaction) than men. Women will go out looking
and they’re a bit more social — we’re social
creatures.”
“We have a walking group as part of the Whitby
PROBUS coffee club. We have coffee after walking.
I buried my wife a month ago and when we went
to the Botanical Gardens two of them said ‘how
are you Neil?’ That reassures you. It’s not a text,
it’s a person’s voice. That’s why phone is important,
not text.”

“It’s very friendly here. There are lots of people
around my age. I’ve come back to church after
donkey’s years. It’s introduced me to lots of
people. My son and daughter live here. I meet
people at church.”
“There are so many options and things for
everyone. And there are all sorts of options at
Wharekaka (rest home) for the folks in homes
there.”
“The people are so friendly. I had to have an
operation last year and my daughter was amazed
at how many visitors I had. I hated Christchurch
because people were so unfriendly. It was
unbelievable.”
“I live at the end of a long right of way and there
is no one else down there. Everyone else who lives
near or around me goes to work all day so there
is no one around. I’d go into a rest home for the
company. I want to be around people. That is what
I find difficult being on my own.”

“I used to do rock n’ roll dancing but then my lungs
shrunk a bit so now I do tango. I’ve been doing that
for 5 years. I love it. It doesn’t seem to happen in
the neighbourhood so I went to dancing classes to
be social.”
“I can honestly say that I don’t miss the old house.
All our old neighbours have gone. We used to wave
out and talk over the fence but now it’s not the
same. H and C (son and daughter-in-law) are very
easy to live with and I can do whatever I want in
the garden.”
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1. Between Connectedness and Isolation (continued)
CONV ER SATION

“The MenzShed is great.
Sometimes I come and
I don’t want to make
anything. It’s just a cup of
tea and a yak. It’s a healthy
environment.”

Conversation
“Trying to be happy being at home by yourself
is a challenge. No-one popping around to see
you. Sometimes I get bored and go to bed during
the daytime because I never hear from anybody.
They’ve got a chap who comes around to see me
on Saturday mornings. He volunteers for some
agency. Age Concern. We sit around and have a
chat. It’s good company. It used to be a woman but
then she stopped coming and they said they’d find
someone who suits me.”
“There’s a wonderful dynamic between people
of our age and younger people, teenagers in
particular. We have a young lad that comes to
do our lawns and he hangs around afterwards
having a cold drink, just yarning. It’s so good for
us, we learn so much. This dynamic gets lost in our
society. Interaction between people of different
ages should be valued more because it enriches
our society.”

End of life experiences
“I am single and I have no really close person
who I can ask to have power of attorney for when
I’m not able to make decisions about myself. I
have a brother and a sister but they have mental
conditions so neither are people I can ask. I have
friends but not to that extent, not someone who
I’m really, really close to that I would show my will.
In this sense I feel I’m isolated – I keep thinking
and thinking, it’s my biggest dilemma. I’ve saved
so I have some means, but money doesn’t buy
everything, there’s no service that I can see that I’d
be comfortable with for my end of life experience.
There must be other people out there who have
this dilemma.”
“They always said that when the time comes
and I can’t look after myself they wouldn’t put me
in a home. I am lucky I’ve got family. I have had
friends who, when they were younger, they didn’t
really think about their kids. Now they’re all alone.
I used to work in the hospital and I’d see people
who had kids who never even came to visit them.
Now, I’m reaping the rewards. I’m milking it for all
I can, hehe!”
“When there’s only one of you… It’s not something
I really think about. I don’t need to dwell on that
now. And what if I get sick, or we lose our money, or
whatever. That might never happen. There’s a lot
of ‘ifs’ there… Personality has a lot to do with it. You
can be optimistic or not.”
“They’ve asked me what I want to do when I pass
away and I said I don’t care because I won’t be here.
But just lately I’ve been thinking I want a cardboard
coffin because I think it’s a waste of money to have
an expensive coffin. I would like to be cremated.
They sort of know about it, it comes up when we’re
talking sometimes.”
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W H Ā NAU / FA M ILY

“My whānau are always on
my doorstop or ringing
me. And I have three
neighbours who all realise
I’m on my own and come to
see me, take me shopping.”

“I want to check my ‘end of life’ choice. I watched
my old man die of cancer, my mother die in a
nursing home. If you’ve got a dog that’s suffering,
you don’t leave it. My dad actually asked me to end
his life for him but I couldn’t do it because of the
consequences.”
“It’s very important to inform your family of what
your thoughts are. As my wife was dying we all
talked it through. She was going to live until she
was 100 but then all of a sudden it (illness) went to
her brain and that was it.”

Whānau / Family
“My biggest joy is having three of my four children
and their families here in the Wellington area, we
love hanging out together. So I love getting on the
bus and flashing my SuperGold Card — away you
go for no charge. It’s brilliant.”

“We talked about moving and the kids said ‘if we’re
gonna sell a house we all go together’. I saw the
house and said yeah, I like it. We each have our own
privacy and yet we’re all together. And I love the big
driveway because all the family can come and visit.
All the cars can fit.”
“Friends are very important. Our older sister in
Australia has got dementia and her friends are all
gone. Ruby (sister) came home and is going the
same way (dementia) and so we need her around.
The younger generation, they don’t understand.
In my family we did show affection so we will look
after each other. But my husband who is Chinese,
he doesn’t know (understand). We have different
ways of saying things.”
“I retired 9 years ago and have had the chance to
do the things I’ve always wanted to do. I’ve travelled
around the country. I get to spend as much time
as I want with the grand-kids and have a good
relationship with my grand-kids.”
“My grandfather had 32 grand-kids but he didn’t
know who any of them were. We have more
engagement with our grandchildren now.”

“A lot of people depend on their families to help
out. This is fine if they live nearby but I have no
family — I’ve got one daughter who lives in England
and another that lives in Christchurch and I think a
lot of people are in the same situation and it’s only
going to get worse.”
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2. Between Mobility and Immobility
Vehicle mobility
“I got the letter to go for another driving test
but I couldn’t be bothered, I felt like I didn’t want
to drive anymore. It was a big change but I get
more exercise now by catching the bus. Grocery
shopping is the only thing that’s difficult. If I’m
doing a big shop it’s very tiring pulling my trolley,
but the kneeling buses are great.”
“We use the SuperGold Card a lot, you can explore
different places from Masterton up north to the
airport in the south. It’s just outings, having things
to do. We take buses to Lambton Quay for a coffee.
We’ve got Kāpiti and Greytown on our list.”

Mobility was a priority issue for people
over 65. Topics relating to mobility
included keeping fit, losing physical
strength and confidence, being able
to drive or not, use of public transport,
having others to help with transport,
total mobility cards, and driving
services. The costs associated with
these various mobility alternatives was
also a consideration. While being closely
linked to the issues of independence,
health and connectedness, loss of
mobility frequently causes many other
issues to rapidly come into play.

“St John’s Health shuttle is really good but
they need x amount of people before they go.
Sometimes I’ll have an appointment in the morning
and then have to wait around for people who have
their appointment in the afternoon before they
take us back. That is a long time to wait around.”
“Transport is an issue. I know someone who had to
go into Newtown 5 days a week for 6 weeks. She
couldn’t drive or use public transport so had to get
someone to take her. They had to wait there all day
which is a huge commitment. Not everyone is lucky
to have someone like that to help.”
“I get the groceries and I go visiting a few times a
month. I drive but I wouldn’t be able to use public
transport because I wouldn’t be able to get up the
steps of the bus. I visit the pharmacy to get my
prescription. I ring first and they have it ready for
me. If I don’t or can’t go and get it I get one of the
kids to pick it up on their way home.”
“My friend has just lost her licence and she’s
absolutely devastated because you lose your
independence and you have to rely on others to
take your around. It feels like an imposition.”

Better Later Life — He Oranga Kaumātua

M O B IL ITY

“Mobility is the biggest
issue. If you lose it, it’s a
total game-changer.”

“I relinquished my licence at 88 and gave my car to
my grandson. I have family here. No one coerced
me — it was my decision. I have no regret. When
you have your licence you can choose when you go
somewhere. Now I have to ask. I keep telling myself
that it’s not the end of the world. I guess it didn’t
feel that good as a decision.”
“There reasonable bus service here, but there are
no bus shelters.”

“I try to use public transport as much as I can
because I think that’s how New Zealand should go.
There’s too much reliance on cars.”
“You can’t rely on public transport. If you’ve
got to use public transport then you’ve got to
accommodate a timetable.”
“I had my licence removed but I’m actually losing
my confidence with driving and I start to wonder
should I be driving? If I stopped driving I could
probably consider the groceries being delivered.
I can walk to the shops and do my shopping and
then have the groceries delivered to my home.
Back when I was young the vegetables, the fruit
man, the baker, the milkman, they all delivered the
heavy things.”
“I use public transport as much as possible and
I work my life around it. I also use an electric bike.
I make the most of the SuperGold Card too. I
caught the bus into Porirua, did my shopping and
went back again. It adds an extra 45 minutes onto
my journey compared to using my car but time
doesn’t matter so much. I have time.”
“I drive but not very far because my eyes shut… like
going to Wellington, I can do it but I get tired. My
daughter that lives over here, she’ll take me.”

“People used to go to Wellington to have a cup of
coffee. But it’s too late now. By 4.30 the train is a
full fare. And in the weekends it’s 8.15 am and back
at 7 pm. That’s too late. They’re not scheduled for
people of our age.”
“The bus service from Martinborough to Masterton
is very poor. One hour is not enough to do your
chores or go to a doctors appointment. It doesn’t
work for us and it doesn’t work for mothers and
children.”
“At 75 you have to resit your licence. It’s not a
problem. You have an eye check and if that’s all OK
you don’t do it again until you’re 80.”
“I started using public transport after my stroke.
I had to use it for 5 months and then I was given
the all-clear to drive again. There is quite a good
service from Whitby. It was a big change. I’d been
living in Whitby for almost 40 years and I had to
catch the bus for the first time.”
“If the day comes that I’m no longer mobile or
have my licence, then I’ll fall into categories like
‘loneliness’. I’ve lived at the same address for 30
years. I’m on a hill and there are no bus services
up there. Without a car, I’d have to move. Moving
would be life-changing.”

“For rural people, they’re used to travelling
distances. If you live here you will need to travel.
It is important to keep your licence up.”
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2. Between Mobility and Immobility (continued)
Physical mobility
P HYSI CA L M OBI LI T Y

“It’s my physical strength that has changed. With
stairs I’ve always skipped down the middle — now
I’m at the edge holding onto the rail for grim death.
It’s had to be a conscious change. I never get up
on a stepladder to change a light-bulb without one
of my children in the house. Just little things like
that. I live alone and I need to be wary. We all know
cases of people falling and lying all day and night
before being found.”
“Ageing brings physical changes. My hearing and
sight have declined, I’m less flexible than I used
to be and I’m not as strong. I have bad conditions
with my knees and legs so I have to work hard at
maintaining my mobility.”
“You learn to cope with your physical limitations.
When you get ill or lose mobility you’ve got to
reassure yourself that it’s all part of the process.
My confidence is totally gone, I only have four
stairs but you lose confidence with your balance.
You’ve got to be so mindful of prevention.”
“I’m very grateful for my good health, so I’m
working hard to stave off the inevitable which is
decreased mobility. I do at least two Age Concern
exercise classes per week at the community centre,
and I’m starting Zumba.”
“Age Concern exercise classes are so good. You
don’t want to be one of those statistics.”

“I retired at 67 from a
physical job. What would
I do when I retired — just
sit on the couch and
watch day-time TV. No
way! You’ve got to stay
active or you die.”

“I swim, I go to bowling and I come to this class.
It keeps you fit but it’s also a good laugh. You meet
some great people.”
“Living in Wellington is an issue. I live up a hill and
up a whole lot of steps. There is no way a mobility
scooter could get up there. When I start to find it
hard to get around I’ll have to move somewhere
flatter like Christchurch.”
“I’d be lost. It would make life miserable and I don’t
want that. If that happens I’ve arranged my funeral.
I’ve made my wishes, chosen the music and written
it all down. …That’s a bit drastic… No, it’s not. If
you’re not enjoying yourself, what’s the point. You
need to think about mortality and be open to it.”
“I started to get black dots behind my eyes so I
don’t drive anymore. I woke up one day lying on
the kitchen floor. My daughter found me and said
‘Mum what are you doing?’ I said I was looking for
a pot lid. But then it happened again and so
I stopped driving.”

Better Later Life — He Oranga Kaumātua

“If there isn’t a hand-rail I’m not going there. I used
to go to the cinema every Tuesday and I really
looked forward to it but I know I can’t get up the
stairs. It means I have to change my whole routine.
I now have to plan where I’m going and what I’m
doing based on how easy it is to use. It’s really
frustrating.”
“It’s your physical ability that matters. We live up a
hill. You’ve got to be able to climb it so you always
think, do I go or not? So, with public transport, you
have to be reasonably fit to use it.”
“You feel a bit useless when you can’t do what you
used to do. It’s very frustrating and it’s all to do
with health issues. Before my friend had her stroke
we used to have parties where we’d dance. Since
she had an aneurysm in her brain so Wellington
hospital fixed her up but then she had a stroke
because they didn’t bring the pressure down at the
hospital. She can’t dance or move. I know she feels
useless. I go and visit her but she cries. I said to her
if you keep crying, I’ll stop coming. You just have to
keep going, you know?”
“I can’t walk as fast as I used to do, but I still
get out and walk and do something. When you
get old you physically deteriorate. You can‘t open
jars…and then along comes my son-in-law does it
just like that!”
“I’m getting slow. It takes all day to do things you
used to do quickly.”
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3. Between Good Health and Ill Health
Personal health

The health-care system
“The system is good if you have something urgent
that needs to be done but for other things you
have to wait for ages to be seen. The system
is overloaded and as older people it’s a double
whammy because you find yourself needing their
services more.”
“I’ve had both my knees done under Public Health.
I was lucky and had it taken care of in 6 months
— but you hear horror stories about people who
always get pushed back and have to wait forever.
They think that because you’re old, it’s just the
way it is. But it’s really disruptive and stressful. You
build up mentally and when you get knocked back
it really puts you out.”

Health was a prevalent topic, with
people having varying degrees of
experience and acceptance of the
effects of ageing on their health. Much
discussion centred around issues such
as getting information, negotiating
waiting lists, coping with health-related
costs and caring for other people’s
health as an older person.

“Helen Clark’s husband wrote a book and he was
talking about stopping thinking about health in
terms of big hospitals. I agree. It should be done in
the community, either having more small medical
centres or having medical teams going there.”
“I had a brain tumour 20 years ago, and they’re
watching me like a hawk. I think that’s good, I get
regular appointments in the mail. They’re really
keeping an eye on me.”
“When I had my car accident just before I retired,
I couldn’t talk to anyone. My daughter had to do
it on my behalf and talk to the hospital. We didn’t
know what we were entitled to. When my niece
got sick, she got home help, taxis to-and-from her
appointments, all kinds of things we didn’t know we
could get. I guess it’s because she knew someone
[the surgeon was a family friend] but we should
have been given all those things.”
“I’ve had four surgical interventions, and none of
them has cost us anything. Being from the USA
and seeing what’s going on there, I’m just so
grateful. Sure [the New Zealand] health system has
some problems, but we’re in a very good place.”

Better Later Life — He Oranga Kaumātua

H EA LTH

“Health is an issue. It’s in
the back of your mind all
of the time.”

“Physically I’m not as able as I used to be and I
do forget things. But I like to live in the present.
I’ve had a lot of health problems. I try not to dwell
on them. I manage the best I can. I’ve got no way of
judging if I have been well or badly served by the
health system. I have to wait for many things —
but that goes with a public service.”
“I’ve got good health, a good GP, and health
insurance. Sometimes you have quite a wait in the
public system. The important thing is to have a
good GP because their attitude matters. I’ve got
a friend who was diagnosed with a tumour in the
uterus. She went to her GP and he said he’d get her
case treated as ‘urgent’. But it was the GP’s attitude
that made that happen.”

“If you’ve got your health, you can do what
you want.”
“Health is a big thing as you age. From one day to
the next things can change dramatically and you
don’t always understand why. Is something wrong,
or is this just getting older? It surprises me how all
of a sudden you’re less strong or capable in some
way. It’s good to have people to talk about it. Do
you feel like that too?”
“I have arthritis and diabetes. You can’t be fit all
the time but I’ve had a good life — good family,
good childhood, I had a great time before I got
married, and now I’m having a good time.”
“I’m 83 and I play the pipe organ and that keeps
my knees in good condition. I think an awful lot
depends on one’s health.”
“My hearing is bad and at the concert last night I
missed a lot. New Zealanders do have loud voices
and they speak quickly. It doesn’t make it easy on
older people.”

“I just gave up my health insurance because it
became unbearably expensive and I just don’t use it.”
“The government brings all the new things like
colon cancer surveys but they forget that they’ve
got to have more staff.”
“Some of these things like investigation information
into your bowels and mammograms, they’re
age-limited. I had first stage breast cancer which
wouldn’t have been picked up because I was too
old. I had to ask for a mammogram.”
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4. Between Independence and Dependence
The role of family
“I’ve got seven kids and only two come and see me.
We can get very dependent on our children.”
“What’s going to happen for the younger
generation? They’re having less kids and having
them later. People also now want to live all over the
world. I think we rely a lot on our family but they’re
going to find themselves with no kids to look after
them — they’ll have to look after themselves.”

While the ‘over 65’ population obviously
represents an extensive age range,
there was a high general awareness
of being at a certain point between
being independent and becoming more
dependent on others. While this could
come in many different forms, it was
clear that this issue struck deep into
people’s senses of self-identity and
self-worth. Common fears included
being a burden to others — to family
and to society — and losing control
over their lives.

“I own my own home. My son and his family
(adolescents) moved back in with me last
year after his marriage fell apart. It is a mutual
engagement. I do work harder than if I was on my
own. There is more cooking and cleaning and the
chores of life. I do suggest some things that the
adolescents might do. They never disagree, but
there is more promise than practice.”
“We bought a ‘weekender’. I’m in the process at the
moment of buying a section. My daughter is a land
agent and she started doing everything for me. I
got a bit miffed. It was like because I was old I was
suddenly dumb. Sometimes I think that they think
that I’m helpless.”
“I spent days trying to get my email to work and
then my grandson came along, pressed something
and whiz — it worked. I need my grandson to help
me sometimes but he is usually too busy and I
don’t like to ask.”
"When my Karori house sold I was looking for a roof.
I moved here with my daughter by necessity. I’ve
been looking after other people. I was looking after
my second eldest sister, taking her to the hospital
and the doctor. She was losing weight. I said to the
rest of the family that someone going to see her
once a day was not enough. So I thought ‘I can do
that’, I can be her companion and look after her, not
just for what to eat but for someone to talk to.”

Better Later Life — He Oranga Kaumātua

H EA LTH

“Sometimes it’s good to
appear helpless — people
will help you more.
Sometimes you have to
be a little wiley.”

“I skype (text) the Sydney daughter every day with
a ‘morning’. If she doesn’t hear from me she’ll get
in touch with the other two daughters who’ll then
come around to check on me.”

Community support
“Government needs to back them up [community
groups] and give them more funding. It helps
us stay connected and you can keep an eye out
for who’s doing well or not. We don’t need the
government spending millions on flash things to
help us — we can look after ourselves.”
“We’re spoilt in Greytown. It has everything you
need — there is even going to be a bells-andwhistles new medical centre. Everything is also
really close. I can walk to most places.”
“There is an organisation in Martinborough called
WOTO: Women On Their Own. It was started by
a woman real estate agent who saw all these
widows moving to the town and who didn’t know
anyone. She saw the need, and opportunity that
people needed to share things — knowledge about
plumbers, tree cutters and those sorts of things.”
“You’re so lucky. You didn’t mind going by yourself
to things? That’s what I find difficult. Being by
myself and having to go to things by myself.
I guess it depends on your disposition. If you’re
shy it’s hard.”
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5. Between Individual Attitudes and Societal
Attitudes towards being 65+
Perceptions of age
“When we were in our twenties we never dreamed
of getting to age 80. My parents died in their
sixties, and we thought that was old.”
“When we were growing up, the average life
expectancy of our parents and grandparents was
72 for males and 74 for females. At our age, they
were basically on the way out. Now men are living
to an average of 82 and women 84, that’s the
difference of a decade of life expectancy in one
generation.”

ATTITU D ES TO AG E

“You go through your life
from when you’re 20 till
you’re 65 and no-one
feels the need to specify
who you are based on
your age. So why do they
suddenly when you’re
over 65?”

“Just because you say I’m old doesn’t mean I need
to conform to what you think that is. I’ve still got a
life to live and I’m going to stay busy.”

People over 65 frequently felt ‘labelled’
or ‘put in a box’ by younger generations
and by services that purported to
provide them with things they needed.
Many people said they found certain
labels inaccurate, limiting, insulting
or discriminatory but opinions were
extremely diverse. People were most
comfortable when they were able to
define themselves so they could be
sure that their own sense of selfhood and worth was accurately
communicated to others.

“There isn’t such a thing as elderly. They (media)
just use it as a blanket to cover all of us because
we’re not working. Whenever the media talk
about us it’s always about cost — like the strain
in hospitals or how much we spend on SuperGold
Cards or rest homes. They don’t see us as being
productive.”
“Being older is seen as a general downer as soon as
you put it into economic terms. People are happy
to pay taxes for things that will benefit them and
their children — like bridges or roads or schools.
This is the first time that so much tax goes towards
the elderly.”
“It’s hard to define what is ‘old’. Every person has a
different feeling of it. When I was younger I used to
think 60 was old. But when you get there you don’t
feel that way. Your mind and body are still fine so
why call that old?”
“Old has a ring to it. I no longer use ‘old’ for me. It
should be ‘mature’. When I was young, old was really
old. Back in my young days old people thought
they were old. But it’s different now. Back then, they
accepted they were old. We don’t accept it.”

Better Later Life — He Oranga Kaumātua

“It’s all about attitude. I wouldn’t go by the way you
feel because you might have an injury. It’s more a
positive state of mind. It’s about accepting the way
I am now and making the most of it.”
“Attitude again — it’s a sense of freedom to
choose what I want to do. Throughout my life I’ve
had a strong sense of commitment. Now, to be
free of that is such freedom. I see people my age
bringing up grandchildren now. I avoid committees
and things like that. I’ve got plenty of hobbies
(genealogy and biking).”
“There’s an ‘elderly’ carpark at the supermarket
but I avoid using it because I’m not ‘elderly’. When
I got on the train recently I caught the wrong
one and ended up getting on the 4 o’clock. It was
packed and we were all ‘straphanging’. I heard a
voice saying ‘excuse me, would you like my seat?’
It was a woman. It’s the first time in my life that a
woman has offered to give up her seat to me.
I smiled and said thank you very much my dear,
but I’m young at heart.”

“I’m interested in music and arts and there’s a lot
more going on now.”
“I am as old as I feel and sometimes that’s
pretty old.”
“There’s a lot of negative thinking. You’ve got to
have a go. You might think you can’t do something
anymore. You might think, I used to be able to lift
that up before with one hand. Then use two hands.
Too many people tend to use age as a reason for
not being able to do anything.”

Preferred identity
“I always talk about being an elder. I’m far too
busy to be retired. I’m not a kaumātua — that term
dignifies someone. It’s a term that other people
give you. I’m a senior in some respects and a junior
in others. Superannuitant is a term to describe a
sole income.”
“Don’t use elderly — it’s so negative. It conjures
up someone who is hunched over and can hardly
move. I’d start a campaign to stop it.”
“I like senior citizen. I’m a citizen and I’m not
ashamed to be a senior. It can be a plus because it
comes with a sense of respect.”
“I like the term senior. You’re a senior at school, you
can be the senior in your family and you can have a
senior position in business. It says that you have a
certain status and knowledge.”
“I like ‘senior citizen’. Young, old and very old are
such relative things. They’re terms designed to put
people in boxes. But senior citizen fits everyone in
the older category without stuffing you into a box.
And it suggests that you’re not out of it yet.”
“Senior citizen — I like to be part of society as
a ‘citizen’. Senior doesn’t reflect old age like
‘elderly’ does.”
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5. Between Individual Attitudes and Societal
Attitudes towards being 65+ (continued)
PREFERRED IDENTITY

“Just avoid labels, or
let people decide for
themselves. I’m a woman
— start there.”

Grandparents is a big one for me because I do
childcare for my grandchildren.”
“My daughter does words like tāonga but I can’t
use a Māori word for myself, like kaumātua
indicates a particular status in Māori society.”
“I noticed that after 70 the doctors just say,
‘at your age’.”

“Senior is used in all types of situations, for
example, you have seniors at school It’s the upper
end of all sorts of situations.”
“Peter Snell called it his 3rd career. That resonates
with me because it’s positive and means you can
still contribute — you’re still valued.”
“ ‘Superannuitant’ says you’re being a bludger,
you’re filching off the state. That can be a term,
that turns people off.”
“There can be a negative reaction to the term
‘retirees’, it gives the impression that you don’t any
longer have anything to contribute.”
“I might be retired but I’m still working for nothing.
That’s something that is rarely acknowledged in
data gathering exercises.”
“Retired — it’s simpler and easier. It doesn’t mean
that you’re old or young. You can be retired. You’re
retired from your occupation. It gives you more
identity saying, I haven’t been sitting around doing
nothing.”
“I’m thrilled to be called ‘great grandmother’.
The most important thing in my life is my family
so that definition suits me.”

Ageism/elder abuse
“When you get past 65 there’s no guarantee
regarding medical referrals. I had an experience
with that, I had a hernia and the doctor had a
checklist, he hummed and haa-ed and said it
won’t be for a while. I said ‘I’m a school teacher
and I really need to get it sorted’. He said ‘Oh
you’re still working, are you? Then we’ll do you
next week’. If you’re in the workforce they’ll slot
you in, but I’m not doing some old fogey who
needs a knee replacement just so he can walk
through his garden.”
“I get concerned about the lack of care in the
hospital facilities of larger retirement homes. I
volunteer for St John’s driving the shuttle and
some people that I’m picking up from homes aren’t
well looked after. They’re parked at the front door,
often with no communication to make sure they’re
properly equipped, no reassurance. One person
was a bad asthmatic who seemed to be suffering
a bit at the front door. The nurse said to me “she’s
got asthma today”, and then she was gone before I
could even ask about her medication for the trip.”

Better Later Life — He Oranga Kaumātua

“Advertising including signage will identify us
(older people) as a group. Sometimes it can be
beneficial but sometimes it’s a pain.”
“Where there’s abuse with older people they don’t
have a voice with authority. There’s a threatening
thing about complaining that’s very real. It’s hard
for older people to speak out about abuse. Where
is the easy avenue — the ministry of complaints?”
“I’m still able to work but no one would want to
employ me. As soon as you write your age down
— that’s it. Why do you even have to include your
age? It’s ageism!”
“Older people feel the frustration more. Trying
to find my way around the airport parking
was a bloody nightmare. I went and asked the
information desk how to get somewhere and even
he couldn’t bloody tell me.”
“I am retired. I didn’t choose that word, it was
chosen for me. I used to work at the freezing
works and I went on leave. When I went back they
said, actually we thought you would retire. I said
I don’t want to retire. I’m still doing my job better
than anyone else and when I went on holiday you
put two people on my job. They said we thought
you'd retire at your age because there’s a lot of
people out there who need a job. I’d been there
for 24 years.”
“Young people these days don’t want to be
responsible for their old people. It doesn’t
matter how clever you are, you’re still no more
experienced than the old people. You want to find
a way out, you ask the old people.”
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6. Between Contribution and Non-Contribution
The importance of staying
productive
“I’m going to retire at some stage. Sitting in front
of the TV is not for me. You never know when
the other half will pop their clogs. A sense of
community is important. You have to take a holistic
view. While I can contribute I’ll contribute.”

People over 65 felt that younger
people frequently misunderstood or
undervalued the contributions made
by older people to society. While ‘work’
is commonly understood as being paid
work, and ‘retirement’ as being a state
of not working, most people over 65 felt
they still made a valuable contribution
to society through caring for whānau/
families, volunteering, and engaging
with their communities and country.

“It’s so important for men to find networks and
purpose once they stop paid work. I just read Billy
Connolly’s book where he visits a MenzShed in
southern Scotland. They tell him that when a guy
left the shipyard they got given a wallet full of
money that the workers collected, and the next
week he’d be at the pub socialising with his old
workmates. For the next few weeks, they might
see him once a week, and by the end of the month
they’d hardly see him. Six months later they’d see
the death notice. Unless they have something to do
and to drive them, many men just lose their way.”
“There’s not as much pressure to do things at
this age. Taking my granddaughter to school, I
met a mother who has disowned her mother. Her
daughter had a sleepover at my house (with my
granddaughter) and she said she didn’t have a
grandmother. I spoke to her mum and didn’t realise
she’d had such a hard life growing up. There was
abuse and drugs and all that. So I said that I could
be like a grandmother to her daughter. So I can do
all those things now.”
“I’m coming to the end of running a business for 40
years. If you stop you stop forever. So I’m getting
involved in rugby, tree-hugging and all that. It’s
about keeping busy.”
“The way that we can be productive doesn’t always
have to be defined in terms of money and that’s
not what’s important to me either. I want to help
people achieve something.”

Better Later Life — He Oranga Kaumātua

STAY ING P RO D U CTIV E

“I’m doing a lot more than
when I was working. It’s a
seven day week. But every
day’s a Saturday.”

“I knew this elderly Māori guy who was brought up
in the bush. In his later life he wrote a book about
his life. It was an amazing project that he initiated
himself. He had the time and so much knowledge
that he didn’t want wasted.”
“I was a teacher and heard that many teachers
die 3 years after retirement because they go from
being so full-on to having no purpose. I’m now a
relief teacher. I can work as much as I feel like but
I’m still involved.”
“Can’t we utilise older people more — like in
education? We’ve got a lot of knowledge we could
pass on, and it would stop people from being
isolated or feel like they’re not contributing.”
“It’s fundamental to human nature to want to help
people and to achieve something.”

The importance of family/whānau
“The best thing is my grand-kids. My daughter is
separated so I help out. I’m the honorary father for
the grand-kids — there is always something to do
there. And there is a boat club, drinking, fishing. I
was a builder and I have all this gear. I want to use
my stuff and help set up this place.”

“I’m loving being a grandparent and hanging out
with the grandchildren. You’ve got the time but also
the experience.”
“Yeah — It’s great having the ability to look after
the kids. It helps out my daughter but you can also
show them good values for life.”
“The government seems to be realising that there’s
a big new group of older people caring for younger
family members. There are so many families with
dual income earners and they run out of hands
for looking after kids. There’s a booklet that came
out recently called something like ‘Grandparents
bringing up children’ that gives advice. There
seem to be more ‘don’ts’ rather than ‘dos’ but it’s a
positive start.”
“I looked after my grandson for 8 years. I taught
him what was right and wrong and what is
important to life. Things like respect and helping
out. We have that experience to pass on.”
“Some of my other siblings lived to they were 100.
That’s old. I’m 78. I can track where they were when
they were my age. I’m from a family of 18 brothers
and sisters. 9 or 10 of us lived together in a house
after our families had grown up. I’m the youngest.
The eldest is 25 years older than me. They just
keep going. Don’t stop. It’s too hard to get back.”
“It’s culturally appropriate in Māori families for
older persons and younger persons to share a
house, but in this situation older persons can lose
their living alone housing allowance and not have
any assistance. Whānau will do what they do,
but the quality of life of the family can diminish.
Working parents still need a life. Assistance can
make all the difference, but they’ll attempt to take
that allowance away.”
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6. Between Contribution and Non-Contribution (continued)
VOLUNTEERING

“The only difference
with retirement is
that it isn’t paid work.
I’m busier now than
when I was supposedly
‘working’. But I’m
thoroughly enjoying it.”

“Our generation has had much more stability than
the one before it. We’ve had the benefit of an early
retirement age, and we’re living a decade longer. I
see it as a time to give back. That’s why over 65s
are a huge lump of the volunteer army.”
“I’m at the giving back stage. Until you look around
you just don’t realise how big that volunteer army
is, and how important it is for older people both
in terms of the services it keeps going and the
purpose it gives you.”

“I’m mobility-impaired but I do 35 hours a week
of admin and secretarial work at home. But it’s
discretionary, I can do it when I feel like it. If I get
tired I can wander off and have a nap.”

“I’m busier than when I was working, but the
difference is that it’s discretionary. We’re busy
but we choose to do it. I’m writing software, I do
membership systems for different associations and
such who are stuck with an old Excel spreadsheet.
I just put an intelligent front end on it. It’s volunteer
work where I can use the skills I’ve got, that they
normally wouldn’t be able to afford.”

“I volunteer helping kids at Aotea College find jobs.
A couple of mates just came up with the idea over
a bottle of wine. So many kids muck it up. They
don’t know how to write a CV, turn up later or don’t
think about following up. But we’re hitting barriers
— things like police screening and 2,000 other
reasons why not.”

“You get labelled by the forms that you fill in.
Like the term ‘retiree’. I’m not working for money
anymore, but I’m still volunteer working. Retired
sounds like I’m not doing anything. You get
moulded into someone else’s definition because
there are no other options available. What about
‘voluntary worker’?”

“Meals on Wheels is a case in point. Every day
there are people delivering meals to older people.
But we’re reaching an age when it’s getting hard
to find volunteers. With gas prices going up in the
past 6 months it’s made a dramatic difference, it’s
harder to find those people that will do it twice a
month. Same goes for a lot of social organisations
that care for older people.”

“My hobby is my job. I can’t get enough done in the
day. One of the reasons we’re all young at heart
is that we have all these interests which take on a
second life because our partners have passed on.”

Volunteering

“I go back to the Vincentian Home and volunteer
there. The Occupational Therapist there goes to
the same church as me and asked me to do a talk.
I did that and then they asked me to come back.
There are people who don't have any visitors.
There is a Chinese lady — they always send me to
her because I look Chinese, but I don't speak the
language!”
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7. Between Feeling Empowered and Feeling Helpless
Transition to digital
“Older people are caught more than others
between the transition between manual and
digital. I’m reasonably ‘with it’ where technology is
concerned but I’m still getting left behind.”
“I don’t want anything to do with computers, but
trying to face the world without a computer has
become difficult. I’m under constant pressure to
be computer-literate, and to abandon paper-based
ways of doing things. Computers are being foisted
onto older people and it is discriminatory.”

A common topic of conversation related
to practical aspects of ‘getting things
done’. This area embraced how people
got information and knew what was
available, how they found out what they
were eligible for, and the issues they
faced in navigating a changing service
environment where digital ways of doing
things are rapidly replacing paperbased and face-to-face modes. Issues
of confidence, vulnerability, keeping up
and relying on others were commonly
raised — with the clear upshot that for
different reasons, people over 65 will at
some stage become unable to manage
important things in their lives using
solely digital means.

“I’m the opposite. I use a smart-phone, computer
and tablet. I want to be able to vote online in local
body elections. My husband was overseas and was
unable to vote which is unacceptable. Also, the
census was a complete balls up, we were at sea on
that day and despite all our efforts we never did
complete it.”
“The world is shifting to digital but there is a
whole group being left behind because they’re not
confident or able. You do need your hand-held to
get started.”
“I can do the basics — phone, email — but then I
get stuck. I ask my friends or look for the nearest
10-year-old. I have an 8-year-old granddaughter
who likes helping grandad.”
“My phone is in the car, switched off. Don’t tell
anyone. My fear is losing it or chopping it in half
with the drop-saw.”
“It’s a confidence thing. Our generation was taught
that you must never make a mistake. Kids today
give anything a go, they’ll push all the buttons and
find out how to do it, We’re paranoid about hitting
the wrong button. How will I get back? Thank
goodness for my son, otherwise we just wouldn’t
stay connected.”
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STAY ING P RO D U CTIV E

“I have an iPhone, two
iPads and a laptop — I use
them all. But my eyesight
isn’t getting any better.”

“Online seems like the government’s solution for
everything.”
“The use of technology is a spectrum question. I’m
totally happy emailing and doing online banking,
but when it comes to downloading apps or setting
up printers — nah.”
“At 65 I’m pretty good with computers. In the
merchant navy I was responsible for using the Sat
Nav — I was on-to-it. But my ability to absorb new
technology is reducing.”
“Yeah — I’d say I’m pretty up-on-the-play. But it’s
always changing. It’s like when TV first came about
there was an on/off button and the channel knob
— now look at them, you need a degree to work
them.”
“Everything these days is on the computer but I
don’t really understand how to use one. It seems to
be a one-way street where I have to do all the work
but never get a reply or what I need.”
“I don’t like technology and I’m not interested in
learning how. Before I went to WINZ I tried to do it
online first. You need to fill in a form, then send it
back, then it takes so many days for them to action
it. So, I decided to download it and fill it out, then
I took it in, personally. I didn’t know how to sign it
online which would have taken time.”

“I still haven’t gotten around to using a laptop and I
get the kids to connect everything up for me. They
sorted out Telecom and all that. I’m not interested
in learning how to use a laptop.”
“With internet you no longer have to buy a
newspaper. But texting and emailing can isolate
you. If somebody wants to talk to me they have to
use a phone. You can’t discuss a mechanical thing
on the email because you can’t tell if the other
person understands it.”
“How can you phone someone who doesn’t use a
cell phone if they don’t tell me their number? That’s
why we have the group (MenzShed) to do that.
That’s how we find out about each other and get to
know each other.”
“A computer or smart-phone is a useless piece of
damn junk if you don’t know how to use it. Have a
friend or family member guide you, suddenly you
get on top of it.”
“I did SeniorNet when I wanted to learn how to use
the internet. I thought, I’m not a Luddite and they
showed me how to do it. Once you’ve been shown
how to do something, you’re away.”
“Government departments now assume that
everyone has internet access. You need it for
registering with IRD; every government department
that you might want to have a relationship with.”
“You ring them up and you go 20 paces down the
answering services.”
“We all use computers. I use mine to check my
bank account, google things, email, skype and
message my kids. My children and grandchildren
are all over the place.”
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7. Between Feeling Empowered and Feeling Helpless (continued)
Face-to-face
“Everything is expected to be done online but the
social interaction is really important. You used to
go down to the village and go to the bank or go to
the library — it meant that you didn’t feel isolated.
I’m still like that. I’ll catch a bus to the bank so that
I can deal with them face to face.”
“I went down to WINZ when Dad retired. They
were fantastic. They were helpful, friendly,
efficient… and they gave me a chocolate! I like to
deal on a face-to-face basis because if there’s a
problem I know who I’ve spoken to, who to hold
accountable, what time and what day. When I got
to WINZ I asked them to check that the forms were
filled out correctly. I like them to stamp and sign it
and I take a copy for me.”
“When I went inside the bank to talk to somebody
they kept guiding me to machines. If you have
some money for investments you want to discuss
it with a person. I want to feel that somebody is
interested in me.”

“Paper allows easier digestion of information for
most people. There are so many studies that show
this. It’s not just an older person thing.”
“Having to pay for paper accounts grates me.
Paying $1.50 to get a paper bill. It feels like we’re
being forced into a computer era. I’ve chosen not to
get into them, I used to use them but you can get
scammed and lose your information so easily.”

“A lot of people are getting
scammed. We’ve been
swapping information
when we get together so
we know what to look out
for now.”

Applications
“I find following all of the instructions confusing.
But if I have someone showing me step by step I can
do it. I only need to be shown ones and I’m fine.”
“My mother is 90 and I do a lot of form-filling
for her across all the government departments.
I just don’t know how people who don’t have
help can manage it. What are you asking? Why?
What do you actually want? They have the most
complicated ways of getting basic information, that
they frequently already have.”

“It applies to ringing government departments
and you get put on hold for substantial periods of
time. If you have a hearing problem, having music
in the background means you can’t hear what is
being said.”

“When my elderly mother’s husband died she
needed to apply for the living alone at home
allowance. She couldn’t do it online, and she
struggled so much with the application. For people
living on their own it can be very difficult for them
to understand what is being asked of them.”

Paper

Scams

“I still like paper. If it’s a newsletter on email I’ll still
print it out and read it in comfort, come back to it,
highlight things or make notes.”

“I had an elderly friend who got contacted by
someone saying they were from the post office and
she had some money owing to her. They got her
account number and password and pinched $1,000.
They know old people don’t check their account
every day.”

“We’re being pushed to buy a smart-phone to
pay your bills. There’s no longer a Post Shop. All
my bills were in the mail but you have to make a
special request for it and there’s a cost for that.”

S CA M S

“There was a door-to-door tradie who dogged
my elderly aunt to get some smoke detectors
installed. He installed about 6 in her small flat
and charged her heaps. He stuck one outside her
shower that now goes off all the time.”
“I was rung and told if I didn’t give him my pin
number they’d close my account. I panicked and
gave him the wrong number. I thought I’d be polite
and rang the bloke back but when I did there was
no such number. I knew something was up then.”

Other
“If I was reliant on public transport or budgeting
(not really a word I need to think about), that would
make life a lot more serious for me. Like trying to
lug home groceries if you didn’t have a car. There
might be a time when I can’t drive but I’ll worry
about it then.”
“A lot of people are too proud to ask for help, like
with the Y-Bus or St John’s.”
“The new medical centres will have everything but
you’ll have to drive to it. They should have a shuttle
service.”
“St John’s waits and gets prescriptions from the
chemist. When I spoke to my friend, they deliver
the prescription for my friend. It’s a cost for the
chemist. The government should have a subsidy to
deliver prescriptions to people.”

“I’ve given up on using my computer because the
scams have become so sophisticated. You’ve got
no idea if it’s the real deal or someone trying to rip
you off.”
“I have people (scammers/businesses) ringing me
up. One man rang up and said there’s something
wrong with my computer and this man was going
to come around so I locked the door. But, he never
turned up.”

“I’ve given up on using my computer because the
scams have become so sophisticated. You’ve got
no idea if it’s the real deal or someone trying to rip
you off.”
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Case
Studies
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Managing ‘Between-ness’
Shaping services to meet diverse needs: four case studies

Through the process of interviewing people the
research team encountered examples of service
offerings which negotiated this diversity and
complexity in interesting ways. Four case studies
are presented here through the words of people
who experienced them, and are examined through
the set of themes and priorities identified in the
research overall. The four case studies are:
»» A marae–based kaumātua group
»» An inner-city social housing complex
»» Church groups in provincial/rural Wairarapa
»» A woman supporting extended whānau

As the findings in section two suggest,
providing services that meet the needs
of all New Zealand people as they
navigate their lives from 65 onwards
is bewilderingly complex. Even the
relatively small sample of people spoken
to in this research pilot suggested
a very diverse array of worldviews,
beliefs, circumstances, capabilities
and experiences. And while there were
common themes, even these were many,
multi-layered and interdependent.
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Common enabling factors

Common challenges

»» ‘People helping people’: localised communities
and groups of older people sharing experience
and support.

»» People over 65 ‘not knowing what they
don’t know’ about availability of and eligibility
for services, or not accessing services because
they don’t wish to be a bother to others.

»» Services being curated and coordinated by
local people who are knowledgeable about
the diverse needs of the older people in their
community (particularly in culturally-specific
contexts).
»» Bringing relevant services together from across
central and local government, non-government
organisations and businesses, and making them
accessible, welcoming and helpful.
»» Face-to-face facilitation by friendly people
to encourage and assist people to know what
is available, what they are eligible for and how
to apply.
»» A choice of modes of communication and
transaction: paper, phone, face to face, digital.

»» Perceived disconnection between some
connected public services which people 65+
depend on for ‘joined up’ assistance.
»» Heavy dependence of community groups on
local availability and resources of charitable
organisations, and on volunteers — many of
whom are older persons.
»» The omnipresence of ‘workarounds’ to fill
the gaps within and between services, which
conceal the need for better coordinated
public services.
»» Negative, reductive or ageist attitudes of
society and of some public services towards
people aged 65 and over.

»» Volunteers using their skills and connections
to make opportunities and fill gaps.
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Case Study:
A marae-based kaumātua group
Wainuiomata Marae convenes a
regular Wednesday group for
kaumātua. On the day our team visited,
the day’s optional activities included
waiata, massage, various health
therapies, dancing and exercise —
and lots of informal conversation over
kai and a cup of tea. The team was
introduced to the group as part
of the day’s programme, and kaumātua
could choose to speak to us about their
experiences as another option in the
morning’s programme.

KAU M ĀT UA GROU P

“Coming here to the
kaumātua group has
changed our lives.”

Nurturing Identity and Worth
Supported Independence
“The local Wainuiomata chemist is amazing. It’s a
small community and he’s been here a long time, he
grew up here and knows the locals. You trust him
with your information, he doesn’t feel like a chemist
he feels like family. If you can’t get out he’ll come to
you with a prescription or send a taxi.”
A Sense of Belonging and Purpose

Kaumātua participants identified a raft of formal
and informal services which contributed to their
experiences of the group:

“It’s like going to work or school. You know exactly
who’s going to be there and that’s what these
things are about.”

»» Marae (Wainuiomata and Kōkiri) providing
manaakitanga, coordination and care, meeting
places, facilitation of activities, a transport
shuttle, and outreach to kaumātua in the
community.

“The best thing a marae can do is bring people
together. Ethnic people are lucky because they’re
whānau-oriented anyway.”

»» Whānau Ora as a funding body.
»» Many health service providers who were
coordinated to visit the programme as part of
the ‘Warrant of Fitness’ programme, and/or
were part of the local community.
Kaumātua frequently spoke about how much
their participation supported their sense of
identity and worth.

“I’m not Māori so I wouldn’t have expected to have
been eligible for kaumātua group, but I got invited.
It’s broadened my horizons so much. I don’t have
any Māori friends at Bob Scott but I’ve never
laughed as much as I do with these ladies.”
Having and Maintaining a Positive Attitude
“It’s exciting being this age. I get to live my life
exactly as I want to and just as I choose. I get to
choose who I am and feel full gravitas of the day.
I made a speech the other day. It was titled ‘Be
Afraid’. This is a time to no longer fear your fear.
I have the freedom to be who I am.”
“No matter how injured or sick I get, I’ll try to
make that extra yard. I’ll still come here. It’s my
independence, doing it myself.”
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Respect and Dignity
“My friend got me to come along to kaumātua day.
I thought ‘Oh, that sounds important. And then I
came here and it’s actually a euphemism for old
age. But it’s joyous here. kaumātua — there is
respect in this term.”
“I have a house in Eastbourne… The local
experience is great. Everything is easily accessible.
People know me, they know I forget things and say
‘Have you been to the pharmacy yet? Don’t forget
to pick up your prescription. They have personal
knowledge of who I am and respectful knowledge
of who I am.”
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Case Study:
A marae-based kaumātua group (continued)
1. Between Connectedness and Isolation
The need for conversation, companionship and
connection.

3. Between Good Health and Ill Health
The effects of ageing on health.

“If I didn’t have this group, I’d be a stay-at-home
person. It would suck because all you can do is
housework. In the weekly community newspaper,
I’ve not seen anything in there for seniors. I don’t
want to do crosswords, they put you to sleep.”

“We have a lot of visitors from all sorts of health
people — dementia, hearing, home alarms, arthritis,
flu shots, gout. They call it the Warrant of Fitness.
It’s a relief, we don’t have to go out and hunt for
it. And we learn from what each other are going
through.”

“Coming here to the kaumātua group has changed
our lives. A lot of us live on our own, our husbands
have both passed away. It’s boring looking at the
four walls. Some of us have kids and grand-kids,
I see mine when I see them. I came here for
exercise but finding companionship has been the
biggest thing.”

2. Between Mobility and Immobility
The impact of mobility on quality of life.
“The reason most of us can come to the kaumātua
group is to do with transport. We get picked up
in a shuttle, so whether you’re mobile or not it’s
there to bring you together with other people and
to participate and be cared for. You might be fit
enough to walk to the bus stop but there are two
buses and a kilometre walk to get to the marae.
So the shuttle is the difference between being
here or not for a lot of us.”

4. Between Independence and Dependence
How independence and dependence affect selfidentity and self-worth.
“The nurses and other people tell us who we can
contact rather than us guessing or not being
bothered or holding off. It helps us to do things
for ourselves.”
“I’m not dependent on my children. They know
I’m ok. We’re lucky having whānau around, being
there. But I think our kids want us to be dependent
on them. I’m careful they don’t take my own
independence away from me. I go to Levin with my
friend sometimes and they worry and growl me, but
I tell them when I’m going. They know where I am.”
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5. Between Individual Attitudes and Societal
Attitudes towards being 65+
Why self-identifying differs from being ‘labelled’.
“They call me a kaumātua now but I feel 16. You’re
only as old as you feel.”

6. Between Contribution and Non-Contribution
How contribution shapes the perception of
one’s value.
“A group of us go over to Bob Scott retirement
village and we sing waiata with them. They took
a while to open up and get involved but they’re
starting to get into it.”

7. Between Feeling Empowered and
Feeling Helpless
The practical aspects of getting things done.
“We get regular visits from a hearing therapist. Sure
I could go to the doctor but she knows so much
more, she’s got her finger on all the services and
she makes me appointments on the spot. She’s got
me accessing services that I didn’t know I was even
eligible for. She knows things that you just wouldn’t
know. Like, because I have both vision and hearing
loss I’m eligible for treatment at the Hutt hospital
where there’s far more equipment.”
“Some kaumātua are not very literate in technology.
We use computers and phones but some of us with
difficulty. That’s where family can come in handy.”

“We’re making a contribution to society in the name
of old age. We are useful to society — we don’t just
take things from it.”
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Case Study:
An inner-city social housing complex
One interview was with a tenant in a
social housing complex who voluntarily
took the role of being ‘a voice for the
vulnerable people and seniors’ within
the facility. He described how he saw
the needs of people 65+ living in the
building, and how a dense spectrum
of services came together to manage
complex issues experienced by older
tenants. He also accentuated the
heavy dependence on community
groups and volunteers, of which he
himself was one.

SOC I A L HOU SI N G COM P LE X

“We couldn’t survive
without community
groups.”

The complex issues are responded to through a
wide variety of initiatives including:
»» Housing New Zealand (Kāinga Ora)
»» Wellington City Council
»» Regional health agencies e.g. WDHB, Whānau
Ora agencies
»» Government agencies e.g. Police, WINZ, Senior
Services, Corrections
»» Non-government organisations e.g.
Age Concern, New Zealand Fire Service,
Compassion Soup Kitchen, Downtown
City Mission, Wellington Boys’ and Girls’
Institute, Kaibosh
»» Businesses e.g. security firms, care agencies

Nurturing Identity and Worth
Supported Independence
“Because our block is in the middle of the city we
get a lot of the most vulnerable people. People that
have to be close to agencies like mental health,
probation and medical, and close to places like the
soup kitchen and Downtown City Mission.”
“The universal pension doesn’t come close to a
living wage rate. You can’t live off the pension, so
if you’ve got no savings then you’re a beneficiary
or homeless… The $40 winter power supplement
for beneficiaries helps a lot of people in these flats
because they are all on benefits or Super. Most
don’t spend it on power, more on other living costs
like food and purchases.”
A Sense of Belonging and Purpose
“I’m happy in my volunteering role in my social
housing block. I see myself as a voice for the
vulnerable people and seniors. I’ve always been
in the trade union movement and I can have a
conversation with anyone and hold my own and be
listened to. So I see myself as someone who can
talk for people who are frightened to speak up, who
are scared that they’ll be seen as making trouble if
they complain and get kicked out.”
Having and Maintaining a Positive Attitude
“I don’t feel old, it’s not my situation. I’m still
living the dream! You’re as old as you decide you
are. Seniors, senior citizen and kaumātua are my
preferred terms because they relate to someone
who is still capable of working for themselves and
making decisions, contributing.”
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Respect and Dignity
“There are some atrocious agencies out there
who call themselves caregivers. [He] was supposed
to be looked after here by care agencies. When he
was sent to the rest home I saw the caregiver log
and they were not doing seven of the things that
were listed, including helping him with personal
care like bath or shower, vacuuming. I worked
out that he didn’t have a bath or a shower for 14
months. He said he did but when I turned on the
bathroom taps the water looked like mud.”
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Case Study:
An inner-city social housing complex (continued...)
1. Between Connectedness and Isolation
The need for conversation, companionship and
connection.
“Elderly people living in social housing often
won’t open their doors or go outside their flat
because they’re too scared. There are about 20
people here over 65, but also a lot in the 55-65
bracket who are vulnerable because of their health.
We’ve had lonely people opening their doors to
homeless people, they get pressure to open up
their flat for homeless people to come and sleep
there, then they have parties and on it goes. One
guy got kicked out of his flat by them and was
living in the park down the road. You can’t call
them homeless when they’re living in your flat.”

2. Between Mobility and Immobility
The impact of mobility on quality of life.
“When the fire alarms go off in the block the lifts
stop working. If you’re on the ninth floor and you’re
an older person or someone who’s recuperating
or not mobile it’s a long way down those steps.
Someone at the local fire brigade asked if they
could send someone to our Thursday seniors
cafeteria and they send this brilliant guy. It takes
a while before people trust him, that he’s not talking
to the cops or whatever. So this guy starts finding
out through conversations where everyone is in
the building who can’t evacuate by themselves.
They’ve got it on a plan, give priority to units
a, b and c. To get those answers they have to
be very discreet because the tenants here are
very suspicious.”

3. Between Good Health and Ill Health
The effects of ageing on health.
“The only thing that will slow me down is health,
and that’s ageing for you. I used to pump iron and
my brain still says yes but my body can’t handle it.
I had a quadruple bypass a few years back so I’ve
got to be careful.”
“We call this place Medication Alley, very few
people in this social housing block are off
mental health medication. It’s good to see more
government resource going to mental health. It’s
been an ambulance at the bottom of the cliff since
the 1970s and it shows around here.”

4. Between Independence and Dependence
How independence and dependence affect selfidentity and self-worth.
“I’ve recently had to recommend that my neighbour
in my social housing block was put in a rest home.
He had really bad arthritis and the beginnings of
dementia and he couldn’t look after himself, couldn’t
cook, couldn’t eat or drink without making a big
mess, he couldn’t get his pills out of the blister
pack. People like him fall through the cracks. I had
to basically intervene on his behalf because he
was being ripped off by undesirables. Because he
couldn’t cook he’d go to the soup kitchen and he
got targeted. Undesirables found out where he
lived and would knock on his door, he’d always open
it because he was lonely, he wanted people to talk
to and watch Sky with. He got robbed five times.
Women would give him sexual favours for money,
they’d take him to the bank and clean out his bank
account. It’s just vulnerability.”
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5. Between Individual Attitudes and Societal
Attitudes towards being 65+
Why self-identifying differs from being ‘labelled’.
“ ‘Kaumātua’ is a general term in Māori language
for elders of a certain age and status. Elders are
respected in Māori culture. We have a Māori woman
from Age Concern come and speak to us in the
cafeteria and she arranges us seniors in the centre
at the tables with the younger ones gathered
around, and we’re able to speak first. Usually the
older people wouldn’t say much because you get
shouted down, but she’s firm about it.”
“WINZ need to take a leaf out of the book of
Senior Services and upgrade their attitude
towards their clients. Why should there a
difference between seniors and beneficiaries?
There’s a clear culture difference that needs to be
fixed. Not all beneficiaries are deserving but most
are. If you’ve got a young family and both parents
are working low wage jobs, you need help. I feel a
lot of sympathy for struggling families in our block.”

6. Between Contribution and Non-Contribution
How contribution shapes the perception
of one’s value.
“My parents always drilled it into me to help those
who can’t help themselves, so I believe in charitable
acts. I’ve had a great life and I want to give
something back. If people are scared to complain
or to ask for things, I’ll be their voice. It keeps
the brain ticking. I could put on my slippers and
cottonwool myself but I’m not ready yet.”

“We have volunteer working bees at the flats,
smartening the gardens up. Keep Wellington
Beautiful is part of DOC and they help with
planting. We get the odd grant here and there.
We couldn’t survive without community groups.
The Boys’ and Girls’ Institute are amazing, they give
us all the food that they don’t use from Kaibosh....
The local church provide volunteers and also food
for our weekly cafeteria events.”

7. Between Feeling Empowered and
Feeling Helpless
The practical aspects of getting things done.
“Housing New Zealand don’t evict people for
dealing drugs because otherwise they’d make them
homeless and then it’s a bad statistic. They don’t
have a say in who they put in here, that’s decided
by WINZ. So basically you get drug dealers and
undesirables living next to vulnerable people. We’ve
got 3 refugee families and two single vulnerable
women living down this side so someone had to
put a little law into their level. No-one comes on
this floor who’s not wanted. Neighbours need to
look after neighbours. There are still P shops in the
building but if they’re not bothering us then I’m ok.”
“Agencies could work better together… One hand
doesn’t get the other hand and it costs everyone.
For example, WINZ and Housing New Zealand need
to work together to place people in social housing
in a way that protects them and makes them less
vulnerable.”
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Case Study:
Church groups in provincial and rural Wairarapa
People 65+ from church groups in
two regions of the Wairarapa came
together in Greytown to participate
in discussions. A big part of the
discussion concerned how lucky they
felt being able to access services as
rural and small town dwellers, and
how their belonging to church groups
helped them to share experiences
and information.

C HU RC H GROU P S Wairarapa

“The size of the place is the
big thing. I’m sure all the
services we have here are
all around New Zealand,
but it’s the closeness of
everything here. I can
walk everywhere.”

Nurturing Identity and Worth
Supported Independence
“I wouldn’t want to ask the Bus to come and pick
me up. Because I don’t really want it to go out of
its way just for me when I can get around ok.”
A Sense of Belonging and Purpose
“Arbor House is a community hub. They come
and get me and we play bowls or they read the
newspaper or poetry to us. They also give us a
meal. I really look forward to that day — it helps
me stay connected.”
Having and Maintaining a Positive Attitude

Participants identified many different aspects
which contributed to their generally positive
experiences of juggling their different needs:
»» The fellowship, company and information
provided by their participation in community
groups.
»» Access to information in many different
forms — information centres, supermarket
noticeboards, free local papers and online.
»» The importance of the different transport
options available to them: walking, driving,
public transport, St John’s shuttle, the Red
Cross Y-Bus, Driving Miss Daisy.

“Some people are old when they’re 40 — it’s an
attitude to life. I’m 87 but have an IQ of 144, so
I compensate. I walk to the shops even though
I need to use a walker. I also catch the bus on my
own. But I know people much younger than me
who don’t leave the house.”
Respect and Dignity
“I like ‘senior citizen’. It says that I’m still worth
something out there. I’m a volunteer for a number
of organisations. I see myself as being of worth.
The last thing I want to think is that I’m being
put on the shelf.”

»» The importance of transport to and from
hospitals in Masterton and Lower Hutt;
»» The state of flux in their community with
two rest homes closing and a medical centre
opening in Greytown.
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Case Study:
Church groups in provincial and rural Wairarapa (continued)
1. Between Connectedness and Isolation
The need for conversation, companionship and
connection.
“You live here, people know me. Probably in a
smaller community I think you know far more
about what goes on than in the cities. We talk to
each other about what we eat, what we garden,
and what services are available to you.”

3. Between Good Health and Ill Health
The effects of ageing on health.
“My husband had home dialysis and he couldn’t
do it so I had to do it for 18 months. I had no respite
and the cost to get someone in to do it was so
high I couldn’t afford it. It was just assumed that I
would do it.”
“One of the things about being in a smaller place is
that the doctor knows me, and the District Nurses.
They are great.”

2. Between Mobility and Immobility
The impact of mobility on quality of life.
“A lot of people are too proud to ask for help, like
with the Y-Bus or St Johns.”
“The Lions have just got a tricycle to get people
that are housebound out into the open air.”
“Masterton hospital doesn't allow people going
to Lower Hutt hospital to get their travel costs
reimbursed because it’s less than 100km. So you
have to organise your own transport. St John’s
doesn't go to the Hutt, Red Cross do but you have
to pay a bit, or there’s Miss Daisy and you pay
through the nose. They should include this in the
transfer arrangements.”

4. Between Independence and Dependence
How independence and dependence affect selfidentity and self-worth.
“People think I’m dependent on others but I’m
looking after my 57-year-old son so he’s dependent
on me. I’m really concerned about what will happen
to [him] when I die. I used to think one of my other
children would help out, but they now live all over
the world. I have no real plan now.”
“Arbour House [community run home for the
elderly] is shutting down. One closed down a few
years ago so that only left Arbour House. Now
that’s closing and a new one is opening but with
fewer beds. Then the new one is going to be built
with hospital facilities but it’s for wealthy people.
Whereas the point of this other house is that it’s
for poorer people.”

5. Between Individual Attitudes and Societal
Attitudes towards being 65+
Why self-identifying differs from being ‘labelled’.
“When I was in hospital in Palmerston North the
service from the nurses was fantastic except for
two male nurses on night duty. When I needed
them to come during the night they made it clear
that they thought I was being a nuisance. They
didn’t treat anyone else in the ward that way. At
the time I just grinned and bore it but in the end
I wrote in. I’d always heard of ageism but hadn’t
experienced it until then.”

6. Between Contribution and Non-Contribution
How contribution shapes the perception of
one’s value.
“My daughter said, mum I have to go back to work,
there’s this daycare and that one, what do you
think I should do? I said, ooh, can I look after J?
She said, I was hoping you’d say that but I didn’t
want to ask. So, I sold up and moved over.”

7. Between Feeling Empowered and
Feeling Helpless
The practical aspects of getting things done.
“We’re very privileged with our services and
conveniences. Other bigger places don’t have the
privilege.”
“We’re very lucky, we’ve got good information
centres in Greytown and Featherston, free monthly
papers with classifieds of services available, a
Citizen’s Advice Bureau. I also find the notice board
at the supermarkets a great place to find people
to help with things like mowing lawns, cleaning the
house, tradespeople, the MenzShed.”
“Last year we started a drop-in centre in
Featherston which has become a ‘sit and get fit’
class, an average of about 20 people come once a
week. At the last one, over a cuppa there was worry
about there being no central place where you can
get information as an older person. Things like
the prices of doctor’s visits, prescription charges,
rates subsidies, SuperGold Card discounts. You get
told all the information is on computer, but a lot
of people don’t get on them. What’s needed is one
inclusive book or directory, all in one.”

“Palliser House closed down because it couldn’t
pay the higher wages. There are so many older
people here who will need these facilities, to think
that they may have to move away when they
have family here.”
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Case Study:
A woman supporting extended whānau
Another interview was with a woman
who lives in a Housing New Zealand
home. For more than 30 years she
has provided various forms of support
to her extended whānau. This includes
fostering children, caring for gang
members and their families, and
offering a place of refuge to those
who need it.

WOM A N SU P P ORTS WHĀ N AU

“Like on a marae, aunties
and uncles are just like
mothers and fathers,
and cousins are just like
brothers and sisters.”

For her, being able to provide this kind of support is
an intrinsic part of her identity as a Māori woman.
She relies on strong relationships with various
government agencies to enable her to provide care
and support. She also utilises other agencies to
meet her own needs. These agencies include:
»» Housing New Zealand (Kāinga Ora)
»» Department of Corrections (probation officers)
»» Public Transport
»» Public Library

Nurturing Identity and Worth

Having and Maintaining a Positive Attitude

Supported Independence

“I’ve had people from the Mongrel Mob, Black
Power; different people who needed to get their
community services done. I’ve had a stack of
children come and live with me. A lot of kids that
we had, they couldn’t stay with their parents. It’s
given me a good insight into how things happen.”

“Housing NZ is always just a phone-call. I have
a housing manager but I can just ring up and
whoever answers the phone I can talk to them and
know they’ll sort it out. When they redid my house,
they came to me and spoke to me about what they
were going to do. They had a big morning tea for
everyone where they told us what was happening.
There were builders and contractors and everyone
was able to ask questions and to pick out the
colours that they wanted. It was really good. I
had to move out for 6 months but when I moved
back in it was all done. It’s got double glazing and
insulation and it’s really nice.”
A Sense of Belonging and Purpose

“I feel great when things are all going well and I
get a real high on it. When things aren’t going well
you’ve just got to fight a little bit harder. But it’s
something I have to do.”
Respect and Dignity
“I’m an elder Māori woman because I’m Māori and
I’m older. When I was 23/24 and growing up around
all the older Māori women, I didn’t look on them as
‘oldies’, I looked on them as ‘aunties’.”

“I have worked in a voluntary capacity for 30 years.
Why do I do it? You have to have a feeling for it.
I’m able to handle a lot of things my age that a lot
of people might not be able to. You have to have a
passion for it, you know, the things that you do that
don’t just stop when you go home, they stay with
you and carry on into the weekend.”

»» Māori Land Court
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Case Study:
A woman supporting extended whānau (continued)
1. Between Connectedness and Isolation
The need for conversation, companionship and
connection.
“I have to go to two funerals tomorrow. My
friend is going to pick me up. None of my family
are going so it’s just the fact that I’m there as a
representation of my mum and that.”

2. Between Mobility and Immobility
The impact of mobility on quality of life.
“I’m 66 years old and reasonably mobile. Public
transport and the SuperGold Card gets me to my
shopping. The bus stops right outside, goes to
Pak ‘n Save and then when I come back, it stops
right across the road.”

3. Between Good Health and Ill Health
The effects of ageing on health.
“We used to run a lot of health services like
Taurahere o Rimutaka which ranged from babies
right up to our age and older. It was there to
help and assist.”
“Now, I rely on my personal friends for support.”

4. Between Independence and Dependence
How independence and dependence affect selfidentity and self-worth.
“I’m going to visit someone who’s in jail and
Probation is going to come and pick me up. This
person may get bail. Services like Probation, they
know me. They’ve got an idea about me because
I have a history of work that I’ve done with them.
That’s the thing is everybody knows me.”

5. Between Individual Attitudes and Societal
Attitudes towards being 65+
Why self-identifying differs from being ‘labelled’.
“Now that I’m older, people like telling you what you
should and shouldn’t do. I don’t have to be told by
someone like my children ‘Oh mum, you shouldn’t
do that’. I’m older, I’m ALLOWED to do it.”

6. Between Contribution and Non-Contribution
How contribution shapes the perception of
one’s value.

7. Between Feeling Empowered and
Feeling Helpless
The practical aspects of getting things done.
“The library has the internet in there, not that
I know how to do it. I have it here at home but
I don’t know how to do it. With tech stuff I’m not
quite up to it. I just got a phone which basically
means I just say ‘hello’ and ‘goodbye’. I don’t do
any of that swiping stuff. The kids do that on their
phones but I don’t. I just want to say ‘hello’ and
‘goodbye’ and get it sorted.”
“I just have to have some land, a piece that says
this is OUR land but things are all in Trusts. So I go
to the Māori land court because I know someone
there who can help me. Information is not always
forthcoming and a lot of government departments
are like that. So, if you know someone you can
get things done. If you don’t know stuff, you don’t
always get told. To find out about things like that it
would take something to go wrong for you to pick
up the phone and talk to someone about it. My age
and life experience helps. I pick up the phone and
get someone on the other end to sort things out.
It has to do with me being reasonably confident.”

“I’ve got 28 grandchildren, 5 great moko and
two who live here. I have lots of beds here and
everyone says, Gran you’re in the house by
yourself. Why do you want to have all those beds?
Because people can use them! Someone will call
up and say, oh me and her aren’t talking so can
I park up for the night?”
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Insights
Designing innovative services for people 65+
‘Whole services for whole people’
1. Start with ‘whole people’
This pilot study suggests that New Zealand people
over the age of 65 each have very different and very
complex sets of needs. Based on this pilot’s sample
of people we spoke with, a set of interdependent
‘states of being’ were generalised that influenced
their overall sense of their own identity and worth.
Every person’s experience of these inter-dependent
states is dynamic and unique.

What are the implications of these
findings for designing services to meet
the needs of New Zealand people as
they get older? The following insights
have been drawn from the research
pilot findings, and are intended to
form a hypothesis upon which to
build further design research.

Traditional service design approaches usually
set out to tackle complex needs such as these by
using tools such as personas and segmentation in
order to typify common ‘same states’. This research
indicates that such approaches risk reducing
each ‘whole person’ into fragmented needs based
on discrete ‘need sectors’ that already exist —
whereas in reality, these needs are complex and
interdependent, and their balance is key to each
person’s sense of identity and self-worth.
To work out how services should be delivered,
and what these might look like requires a sound
foundation based on recognising ‘whole people’
as the reason for a service.
2. Design ‘whole services’ to support
‘whole people’
An opportunity highlighted by these findings is that
true service innovation for New Zealand people
aged 65+ should be focused on providing joinedup services around complex needs rather than
designing discrete service offerings around specific
needs. These services are likely to be provided
by a wide range of providers including central,
regional and local government, non-government
organisations and businesses, and made accessible
as a suite of services rather than separately.
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3. Design community-shaped places for ‘whole
services’ to be easily accessed
A key opportunity highlighted by this research
is the importance of meaningful, relevant and
welcoming places where an older person’s needs
can be heard, and where information about
joined up services is available to, and can ideally
be accessed by, that person. The most positive
experiences shared by participants were instances
where joined up services were accessed in a
physical, community-centred location where they
felt comfortable, and where their self-identity and
self-worth were supported or ideally enhanced.
Transport to and from these service places was
also crucial to those challenged by factors such
as poverty, poor health, limited mobility and/or
social isolation.
Another key indication from this research is
that people who work — paid or unpaid — in
community-centred places (in which people aged
65+ are comfortable) are considered by people
aged 65+ to have the best expertise in how to
curate and coordinate relevant services to meet
their needs. These volunteers, often seniors
themselves, are also key to translating ‘service
speak’ and are able to help overcome barriers that
older people may have to seeking help (for example
language barriers, shyness, fear, privacy concerns,
not wanting to be a burden).
4. Prioritise digital innovation behind the scenes.
Making services join up behind the scenes is more
valuabe to people aged 65+ than the design and
development of new digital interfaces.

5. Provide a range of channels for finding out
about and accessing services.
People aged 65+ require channels to services that
meet their own particular needs. The channels that
people find most valuable are often those that are
particular to their specific community context. For
example:
»» A kaumātua group used mostly face-to-face
communication in regular weekly meetings
to introduce health providers and to encourage
kaumātua to talk to those they felt could
help them.
»» People living in a small town relied heavily on
local information centres and noticeboards
within walking distance, local free newspapers
and social groups for information.
6. Consider the impact of a ‘digital ceiling’ on
service access
Those people we spoke to had varying levels of
adoption and use of digital channels and devices.
A key finding however is that there is a ‘ceiling’
to the use of these channels and devices, which
is imposed by certain effects of ageing: whether
physiological (e.g. dexterity, eyesight) or other
(e.g. effort to keep up with rapidly advancing
technology, access to assistance with technology,
fear of being scammed, not being bothered,
preferring other means of communication and
transaction).
These findings indicate that, while people over the
age of 65 have varying adoption and use of digital
channels to find out about and apply for services,
any digitally-led service design risks alienating or
excluding a wide range of seniors. Even as ‘digital
natives’ enter this age bracket, they too will likely
experience a ‘ceiling’ to their ability or willingness
to engage digitally.
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Answers to specific questions in the brief
Designing services for people 65+
The brief for this pilot research
project posed a number of questions
about opportunities for future service
offerings for New Zealanders as they
navigate their years beyond age 65.
Based on the insights above, these can
be answered as follows:

Q: In this life-stage, what are the core life events
that trigger others?
People aged 65+ each have unique views of
the stage of life they are living. Therefore, to
treat ‘being 65+’ as a ‘life stage’ is reductive and
unhelpful for understanding needs and designing
services to meet those needs.
Rather than regarding ‘core life events’ being
‘triggers’ in their lives, people instead spoke of
managing a common set of ‘between’ states that
were top of mind for them. This is important for the
design of services, because instead of considering
discrete services being ‘triggered’ by discrete
events, the reality is more that there is a constant
‘balancing act’ between these complex and
interdependent ‘states of being’.
Q: How might supporting the lives of seniors be
viewed in more empowering, anticipatory and
opportunity-based ways by service providers,
both public and private?
AND
Q: What are the biggest opportunities for
innovative and meaningful service offerings
for seniors?
These questions are answered in the insights
on page 34.
Q: What are the needs of New Zealand people as
they approach and navigate their senior years?
While the resources of this study did not extend
to talking to people approaching the nominal
age of 65 which the brief suggested as being
the threshold of a ‘life stage’, many participants
spoke of their experiences of contemplating the
prospect of receiving superannuation, considering
retirement or otherwise negotiating conventional
ideas imposed upon this age.
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Needs are extremely diverse, complex and
individual, in the same ways that they are in the
years that follow. The difference is that some of
the ‘between states of being’ are different, or have
more/less relevance: for instance, people were
more likely to speak of being between paid work
and retirement/unpaid work/leisure, and less likely
to speak about mobility except where this had
begun to be a challenge in their life.
This may further suggest that the ‘between states
of being’ approach proposed by these findings is
likely to have resonance at all stages of life. This
has very important implications for service design,
where language such as ‘life stage’ and ‘life event’
is common but potentially misaligned with the ways
that people commonly think about their needs.
Q: What are the current and potential touchpoints of government in their lives?
AND
Q: Are these touch-points defined by being
attributed to ‘government’, or by some other
meanings?
Given the opportunity to self-identify the stage
of life they were in and their experiences of that
stage, people shared impressions, feelings and
descriptions of things they found enjoyable
and challenging in their lives. In these accounts
it is difficult to characterise ‘touch-points of
government’ — because ‘government’ was
infrequently mentioned by participants. However,
services of all descriptions wove fluidly in and
out of personal accounts as people described the
ways they went about their lives.

The open-ended approach that this research took to
understanding the roles of services in people’s lives
offered some insights that seem important to the
provision of services, whether by government or not:
»» People often don’t know or care who provides
services. People live their lives and negotiate
the opportunities and challenges they meet.
While services are a natural part of this
process, people show widely varying degrees
of awareness or consideration of where any
particular service ‘comes from’.
»» ‘Government’ is a very indistinct term where
services are concerned. People find it difficult
to attribute public services to different levels
of government — whether central, regional
or local. They also often don’t know whether
services are provided publicly or privately, as in
practice many services are fronted by entities
that are not obviously ‘government’.
»» What’s most important is easy access to
joined up services — and this most usefully
has a ‘community face’. People are generally
aware that there are services to meet most
of their needs: the issue is that they ‘don’t
know what they don’t know’ about how, where
and whether to access them. People want to
experience services in ways that are easy,
comfortable and seamless, usually through
being guided by someone they are familiar
or comfortable with. Where they have
experienced services in this way, issues
such as who provides or funds services are
simply not relevant.
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Answers to specific questions in the brief
Designing services for people 65+
Q: Given their needs: what opportunities do
Seniors (68–75 and 76–85+) identify for making
government service-related tasks easier and
more enjoyable to achieve online?
AND
Q: What are the potential benefits of a digital
platform designed to specifically meet the broad
needs of seniors? What other channels are key?
A very clear finding from this research pilot is that
while online and digital service interfaces play an
important part in helping some people aged 65+
to access services, many people currently aged
65+ will never use them (for a raft of reasons).
Those that do use digital service interfaces will
often reach a ‘digital ceiling’ where they are
no longer able or willing to engage with these
interfaces (because at least part of this ceiling
concerns physiological barriers, it seems likely to
also affect those who ‘grow up digital’).
A further insight is that people who spoke of
having positively experienced joined up services
that are easy, familiar and comfortable were most
likely to accentuate the face-to-face nature of
their experience.

The answer to these questions is that taking a
‘digital-first’ approach to service design interfaces
in order to meet needs of people aged 65+ risks
missing opportunities to understand other more
important roles that digital approaches to services
might enable. Considering the wider findings of this
study, it seems likely that digital innovation aimed
at helping join up services seamlessly ‘behind
the scenes’ is more likely to have positive impacts
for more people aged 65+ than innovative frontend interfaces.
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Recommendations
Short term: extend the discovery and define phases

Define

Conduct further specific engagement with Māori.
While this study included research with a sample
of Māori kaumātua, further engagement with
Māori is recommended to discuss these findings,
to extend research by and with Māori, and to
co-design further service design research in
order to understand and meet the needs of
kaumātua. A key question posed by these findings
is whether the hypothetical ‘whole person/ whole
service’ approach to service design is specifically
relevant to Te Ao Māori worldviews, particularly
taking into consideration a collective approach to
understanding wellbeing. Existing Māori models
of holistic wellbeing must form an integral part
of this engagement.

ge

ge

Conduct research into existing community-based
models of multi-service provision for people 65+
A discovery sprint is recommended to explore
examples and types of community provision of
multiple services to people aged 65+. This research
will provide further insight into success factors and
challenges to inform a prototyping phase.

Do know
Should be...

nv
er

ge

ge
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r
ve

r
ve

Co

Deliver

Di

Di

The ‘whole services for whole people’
approach proposed here is predicated
on the deep involvement of
communities in co-designing and
delivering joined up services.
To enable this, those communities
must be engaged in collaboration
from the outset and continue to be
involved as the research is extended
and the problems are clearly defined.

Develop

Co

Discover

Don’t know
Could be...

Conduct engagement with significant nonindigenous ethnic communities.
Engage with Pacific Island and Asian communities
to discuss the findings of this research pilot, and
to co-design appropriate research approaches to
understanding the experiences of people 65+ in
these communities (referring to existing cultural
models for meeting holistic needs).
Increase the research sample to validate and
extend the hypothesis.
Conduct further research to expand the reach of
the inquiry beyond the Wellington and Wairarapa
regions, with particular attention to subpopulations under-represented in the pilot study.
This should include specific samples of:
»» Māori communities;
»» Significant non-indigenous ethnic communities;
»» Migrant and former refugee communities;
»» People who have experienced extended poverty;
»» People whose circumstances make them
isolated;
»» People living in rural and remote areas;
»» Whānau and caregivers for people with
dementia.
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Recommendations
Long term: prototype ‘whole services for whole people’

Define

Define opportunities and prototype ‘whole
person/whole service’ approaches
Once the discovery findings have been validated,
prototype community co-design approaches which
set out to provide innovative joined-up services to
people aged 65+. Start with populations who are
particularly vulnerable and difficult to reach.

ge

Do know
Should be...
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ge

ge
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Because this service innovation demands a
joined up approach to services provided by
central, regional and local government agencies,
non-government entities and businesses — and
will necessarily require co-design with specific
community groups — arrangements must be made
to support and resource a collaborative design
programme.
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Deliver

Di

Di

Prototyping potential ‘whole services
for whole people’ with the people most
affected is recommended as a long
term approach. The objective would be
to ensure that people most affected by
the desired outcomes are involved in
co-designing service solutions to meet
their needs at all points of the process.
To maximise impact and learning,
prototyping could prioritise older
people who are particularly vulnerable
and difficult to reach.

Develop

Co

Discover

Don’t know
Could be...

Explore relevance of this service design approach
to other life stages.
It seems plausible to suggest that a ‘whole person/
whole service’ approach to service delivery might
usefully inform services for people of other ages
and life stages. As design exploration for services
targeting older people 65+ advances, explore the
potential relevance of this approach for other New
Zealand people.
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